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Water, unlike m.ost. of ·our natural resources, can have no S'l,lbsti"."" 
' 
tute. As man's needs in.crease toward the, ultimate supply, better 
methods.must be found to manage and protect this resource. California, 
a state subject to water shortages, has taken .the first step,in this 
direction. California's regulatory system.has developed.to such an. 
exten.t that a complete, new set of ,laws was passed dealing with ground-
water. At the same time, a digital computer model was.developed for 
part .. of · the state to ·aid · in the . management of . this . sys tern (14) • 
Als~ in Texas, investigators.have found that the.Texas High Plains 
port·ion of. _the Ogallala gI'.oundwat~r foz:mation is being dep_let~d. A. 
computer management model is presently being developed to·aid in the· 
management .of this groundwater reservo;i.r (2). 
A groundwater mallagement_model is a ,mathematical representation of. 
the movement of water as a result of both natu.ral. flow .and flow from 
wells. The ·.model is responsive to econoJ11ic · an,d legal conetraints ·. 
affecting the real,. system as well as physical conditions.· A ground-
water management model combines these constraints with constraints s.et . 
by a regulatory board to control the amount of water each user takes 
from the system. The model then projects such data as the amount the 
water tEi.ble,has lowered each year and the.economic life ,of the reservoir. 
1 
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This study was.concerned primarily with an. existing management 
model and its application.to the Ogallala groundwater.formation which 
underlies most of the. Oklahoma. Panhandle.. The· scope of this. study was 
limited to the physical application of this mode:)., within the l~gal and 
economic constraints applicaQle, .to -the Ogallala groundwater formation 
in Oklahoma .. 
The 0bj ectives 0£ this st,udy .were to determine the laws. affecting 
groundwater reservoirs in Oklahoma., to consider the different plan~ of 
Oklahoma in water resource development as to the~r-economic·impact on· 
the. groundwater supplies of the Panhandle, and to use an existing model 
to predict the movement of .water in th,e Ogalla],a formation. The legal. 
aspects include the role of the State in groundwater management, the· 
agency, if any; to which rights are delegated to manage.groundwater 
reservoirs, and the ,laws affecting the.transfer of watero 
The final.objective of this study.was to. determine the sensitivity 
• I 
of the exiSlti:p.g computer model to changes in input data. This becomes 
very important because of the lack o'f exact d.ata for the Oklahoma 
Panhandle~ 
It is hoped. that. this study will_ result in a met.hod .for managing 
the Ogallala groundwater formation in the Oklahoma Panhandle so that 





The· statutory authori.ty for the use I of groundwater in Oklahoma is 
governed by the Oklahoma Groundwat~.r Law, anq is· aqministered by the . 
Oklahoma.Water. Resources Board. All applications f<;>r the appropriation 
of groundwat.er must be. filed through the ;Water. Resources ·Board. 
A 1963 amendment of ;Title 82 of. the :Oklah.oma .Statqtes: (15) estab- · 
lishes .. the priority of. cla~s for appropriation of. grouri.dwater, exclud-
ing dom.estic ·use. '.Ilu~se priorities. are. listed in Table I. · 
An adjudication as used in priority two is·defined as a."suit to 
deterI11,ine.all ~ist;ng rights to the use of water ,from a particul,ar 
groundwate.r bas.in.II This suit may be brought by th,e Attorney·General 
afte.r·having .been:furnished a·survey.of the groundwater _basin in q'Qes-
tion py the Wate_r Re1:1ources BQard. Aft~.r the suit is brought; tl}.e 
court determines the,priorities. 
Under .. this ,Act, .domestic :use il:I.. excl,uded froiij the ;priorities. Th.e 
Act. def:l,.nes .. dome1;.1-tic ;use as use .. of water by a ·natural. individual or by 
a,family or.household £or household. purposes, foi: farm and .domestic; 
an~.ls up to the. normal. grazing capacity of. the :land,, and for the 
irrigati9n ef .land not ~ceec;ling .three, acres for gardens, orchards, 
3 
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and lawns. Wate.r for such purposes. may, be. stqred in· an, amount not to 
e~ceeQ a · two.-year supply,._ 









PRIORITIES OF USE OF · GROUNDWATER. 
Type of.Priority 
Water:. put .. to beneficial .use prior _to November· 15, 
19,07. 
Priorities based upon .. adjudication .initiated prior 
to June 10, 1'963. · 
Priorit:f,es based upon,appli,cation filed ,prio:i;- to 
Jµne 10., 1963. 
Prioriti~s based upon application f il.ed after 
June. ,10, 19.63. ,· 
Prior:i,ties based upon the. withdrawal by the, 
Fedel;'al Government .• 
Priorities based upon .a present be;neficia.1 use 
initiated; prio:r to, June. 10, 1963, and·. af.ter ; 
November -,15,· 1907, •where. the .right has peen ,per-. 
fected under the rules and·regulations adopted:bY 
the 0klahoma. Wate_l,:' ·Resources Board. 
Pr:f,orities .based upon beneficial use from sed~me;nt 
pools iti Soil Conserva.tion Service .stru~tur~s. 
Rarick . (8) interprets the·• groundwater law of, .Oklah,oma, to · imply 
t~at wa.ste .,of the grot3:l:ldwater ,in Oklaho~a · is prohibited. Waste .is 
defined, as taking or us.ing :grou;ndwa~er in any .manner· so , that ,water, is 
lost for bet1.eficial 1use, .per.mitti"Q.g ·any groul:ldwater: to ·reach a. pervious. 
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stratum ,and be lost in. caverns · or . otherwise pervious mate.rials· encoun-:-
tered in.a well, appropriating,ct~king, or. u13ing water in ~cess&Lthe 
safe annual yield measured by·the average annual recharge of the area 
owned or leased,.and drilling of wells in locations which substantially 
reduces .the yi,eld of water, 
The Water Resource~ Board, as stated previously, has the respon-
sibility of enforcement .of groundwater law. In the Rules and Regula"." 
tions · of the Water Resources Board (11), the following charge is made.: 
"The legii3.lature of this state .has charged the water resources 
board with the duty, respons::i.bility, and authority tq make. 
such rules, regulations, and orders that ,.it may deem neces-
sary or convenient ••••• to ,adopt, modify, repeal ••••. a:nd 
enforce .rules and regulations for the prevention, control, 
and abatement of new or existing pollut;ion,11 
The rules and reg4lations, then. define "pollut:ion''. as contamination . 
or· other al tera tio11, of th.e physical; chendcal, or biological . properties 
of any natural waters of the state, or the.discharge of water .into 
receiving water that wo4ld cause loss of beneficial use, or harm to 
beneficial use, of the water. 
Therules and regulations of the.Water Resources Board (11) also 
contro.l the use of injection wells., An "injection well'' is defined as 
an artif::i.cia:1- excavation or opening .in the ground made for the purpose 
of 'injecting,· transmitting, or disposing of waste, .or oinjecting fresh .. 
or·salt wat:er into a subsurface stratum. A permit is required for an 
injection well. 
Economic Considerations 
The va.lue ,of wa.ter in any region depends almost e11tirely on the: 
use to. which the. wate.r is put .. The value ,of water for irrigation .is· 
6 
much less tli.an the value of wate.r for indu,strial or dome.stic purposes. 
E. F. Renshaw (10) atteµipte4 to,rank ,the value ,of water by. use. In 
1958, he ranked the va,l.ue ,of water per. acre..:.ft. by taking national 
averages of the values.. His results arie shown in, Table ·II. 
TABLE. II 















o. 63 . 
0.05 
0.025 
In Renshaw' s analysis, the .value of water for waste disposal was 
assumed to be·a function of two.variables. These were the alternative 
cost of waste disposal and treatment,. and the extent to which .society 
will permit the :receiving wate.r to become polluted. Also, .from ,his 
analysis it can.be seen that·the value of .water for irrigation is about 
one per cent of the ;value for ,domestic .purposes. This. show:$ tha.t · in a 
competitive system the. individual using .water for domestic,purposes 
could. afford a ,higher cost foI' water than an indiyidual us:i,ng wa.ter for 
irrigation. 
For the;economics of irrigation alone, in 1952 11 the Texas 
Ag::i:-icultur&l Experiment .. Stat~on (6) ·conJ.pilep values for irrig&tio11, 
wat~r. Their .results. a:i;-e sho.wn in. Table ·IIJ;. 
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These tests reflect t}.J.e · effect .. of flow from length of time a well 
is operated ·on,the co.st of the ;water. From the13e result.s it .can be 
seen that; the ,longer ·a we11· i~ pump_ed an.d ·the· grea,ter the f+ow f::i:-om 
ea~h well, .the lower. the , cost. 
























4. 57 . 
In 1967, Clark(!)_ cited ·a study.made .in determining the:value of 
itrigation watE\!r. These value1=1 are a result pf ·applyin,g a linea:i:- pro-. 
gramming tecl).niq1,1e to.different; study regions and optimizing output-so· 
: ' ' 
that th~ maximum.yalu~. per:acre-:-ft o~ wat~r·is.obtained., The ,lowest 
ret;urn.value of· irrigatio~ wat~r ·obtained was. $9.00/acre-ft fo:i;- low 
value crops on.poor .sail, and _the highe~t val;ue was ·$32.06/acre-ft.for 
high value ,crops on good soil. 
The feasibilit:y of. alter:natiye water ;resources for :an area is .. 
8 
therefore determined by the economic system.of the area. A more expen-
sive supply of water can be allowed for a region that is ·primarily 
indust.rial thari. a·· region. that· is primarily agricultural. 
Mathematicail.t,Q~n~id~rations 
The basic.concepts of groundwater flow are based on Darcy's law 
and the concep,t of continuity (2). In the parallelepiped in Figure 1, 
S* is the volume of water storec;l, Vs is the. velocity in the s direction, 
and.tis time. 
The tQtal inflow per elemental area into the cube is given by: 
V + V + V 
X y Z (2.1) 
The total-outflow per .elemental area is given by: 
~v av av 
X V ' Z Vx + · ....__ dx + --.:t.. dy + V + ---· dz ax ... ·· ay z a z. (2.2) 
When the inflow is subtracted.from the outflow and multiplied by 
the ;respective areas, .then the tqtal change in volume in a unit time is: 
av av av 
"xx dx A + _;z dy Ay + -~ d A 
o X. oy oZ. Z . Z 
as* 
=--at (2.3) 
Where.t denotes .time, ands* is•the volume of water .stored in .. the par-
allelepiped. 
The total storage in time tis given by: 
s* = dz • dx·· dy • s 
where S is the storage coefficient •. 
The Dupuit ass1Jirfptions of groundwater flow ,are·assumed·to hold for 
this ca,se. The Dupuit assumptions. say that for small inclinations of 
the.line,of seepage, the streamlines.can be taken as.horizontal anq 
the hydraulic gradient is equal to the slope·of the free surface and is 
V. + iVz d ... 
z Tz z Vy+ lVy dy 
SY . 







~- ' h 1 · h. 
Vz 
velocity in the s direction . 
change of velocity in s direction wifh 
respect to distance. · · 
ds = . width of unit cube in s direction. 
Figure L Elem~ntal cube of fluid flow. 
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invariant with depth (4). This indicates that vertical'velocities are 
negligible, Also, the dz term can be taken as equal to h.. Then 
equq.tion (2.3) becomes: 
or 
av av 
_! dx A + ~ dy A = 
ax ' X oX y 
a(h dy dx S) 
at 
The respective ,areas can,· be expressed as: 
A = h · • dy 
X. 
A = h • dx y . 
Equation ,(2,5) ther,. becomes:. 
av av ah 
ax! dx dy h + .~ dx dy h = dy dx s ~ 
av av 8 ah 
~+_:J_=-
dX oy h 3t (2. 6) 
Darcy's law .(4) can be used to express velocity components in 
terms of.has follows: 
y.___+ 
3h 'y-f.. 'l V = - p"· ''(-..:! (2. 7) 
X X ax ;; 
;e 3h ~-I V = -y ·y ay (2. 8) 
By substitut;ing equations (2~7) and (2.8) int;o equati,on (2,6) and 
"·------------··1 
assuming an .. isotropic, homogeneous aquifer f (P.x = .. p y) ,\. the fallowing 
L.-------~----~------ ......... \ 
expression is obtained:. 
a2h P a2h = E. ah 
P-2 - . " 2 h at 
ax. oy 
{2.9) 
In this study, . the grid system, used for describing the study a:i;ea 
is a system,ofpolygons. If the,basic continuity equation a1;1 developed 




















Q = A S ah. 
p at 
where. 
th Qi =-flow rate acro1;1s i · face 
Q =-net withdrawal p 
A = area . of · the element~. 
Now, by using.Darcy's law, equation (2.10) becomes: 
PZ:h. W . .1..E_._ Q =,AS ah 
l.' l. ax. p at 
]. 
where 
w1 = width of ith face 
n.= number of faces of polygon 




Equation (2.11) can be approximated by finite d:i;fferertce approxi~ 
mation as. follows: 







where .m denotes the node ac;ljacent to the :node under. consider,atiop., and· 
L = the:distance between two nodes. 
m. 
h = ~(hj. + h j + hj-l + h j-lJ 
m- . · m · m 
(2.14 
If equati,ans. (2 .12), (2 .13), and (2 .14) are substituted. into 





.. By using an.initial value .approach, equation (2.15) can be.pro-
grammed for coll).puter by using relaxation techniques to predict future 
J" /d,s.f-4 ..... 
values of h. In the program values .of :P; ·W, L~ Q,~, S;' and fit, as. 
well as ,initial values, of h ar~ read in and new values of h ar~. cal-,. 
culated ·fer each time step, t. Th~ Texas Tech Computer Program is con-
tai~ed:in Appendix A. 
I I'.!!' f,,~~. ' ,r: p/,.} ,. '· 
CHAPTER III 
THE STUDY AREA 
The Ogallala groundwater aquifer is an extensive fonnat;ion located 
throughout;: portions. of Nebraska, Kansas, Colora,do; New Mexico, Okla-
homa, and Texas, as shown.in Figure 3. The formation is dissected in 
Kansas by the Arkansas River, and in Texas and Oklahoma by the South 
Canadian River. 
The portion of the,Ogal~ala.for the Oklahoma Panhandle was used in 
this study. In this.area,the formation consists of interbedded sands; 
siltstone, clay, lenses of gravel, tliin limestone~ and caliche. Por-
tions of the aquifer are capable·of.storing and·transmitting large 
volumes of water. 
In the Oklahoma Panhan-dle,, the ,Ogallala groundwater formation is 
the main source of wat~r. This area of the.state is engaged primarily 
in agriculture and ranching. As a.result there are·large volumes of._ 
water. used froll) the ,formation daily. Also, the Ogallala aquifer is the 
primary source of water for municipalities., Recently, this area has 
experienced.increased growth in irrigation and now requires an increas-
ed volume of water~ As a·result, the,Ogallala aquifer is being used 
more extensively that). ever before. 
In the Oklahoma Panhandle, the Ogallala·aquifer ranges in thickness 
from O to more than 700 ft. The depth to wate.r ranges from 150 to 250 
14 








Figure 3. Location :map for Ogallala groundwater aquifer. 
15 
ft;. The, average, annua,l precipitation of this area ranges from 16, to 
20 inches per ,·year; while , the average annual, ,lake evaporation ra~ges 
from 58 to 64 inches per year (7) • 
16 
In the Oklahoma Panhan~le, wells can produce from 500 to more than 
1000 gallons per,minute. This. makes·the Ogallala, a val:uable water sup-
ply for irrigation purposes. As a result, more'and more wells are 
being dev:eloped. , The High Plains of T~as , experienced the · same growth,_ 
in·the early 1960'so As a resu+t, the Ogallala·is being depleted in 
the Texas Panhandle. Thi~ could also happen _in·the Oklahoma Panhandle; 
There, is very little .• surface water _available in the Oklahoma Pan-
handle, Most. of the surface water ,available is very silty and, there-, 
fore, an expensive ,source of ,water because., of treatment costs.. This 
prohibit;s a co_njunctive operation unless. imported wate_r is .used. 
The _surface o:I; the study area consists, of fine silts and· clays 
whicl:t. allow very slow in:£:iltr:ation, and it .)las been found that. the top 
soi,1 must be:removed before good inf:i,ltra,tion rates ·can be obtained. 
The slow infiltration with the low precipitation and. high evaporation 
results iI). a very low average._annual recharge. The average annual 
recharge has-been estimated tc;i be about.093 inches per.year in the 
study area (3). The Ogallala aquifer can then be considere~ to be a-
closed, system, with on,ly the flaw from wel_ls an,d flow wit;:hin; the aqui-
fer affecting .the water _level. Al~hough there'are some flows across 
the.boundary of the study area, these.flows can.be-estimated and 
included in the model. 
Because of the great expense of running pumping tesi;:s to obtain 
values .of th~ physical, prop_ert::t.es in the aqu::J_fer, these values were. 
either obtail}.ed from Texas .. Tech University (2) or e1;:1tim~ted. The, 
17 . 
portioil, of the aquifer in th.e T~as.High Plains is very similar -to that. 
in the Oklahoma_ Panqand:l.ce; and therefore t4e val..ues.~f ·the physical data 
are good. estimates. of the act;ual ,values.· The value used for trans-. 
2 
missibil~ty was ·400 gpd(:ft ·; and ,.the va,lue .used for the ·storage coeffi-
cient. was · . .O .15. 
To facilitate the .appli.cat:j.on of the ;Texa~ Tech computer_ prog:ram .· 
to a case study ._in· the. Oklahoma Panhandle~ a .smal+. sect.ion ,was chosen. 
The· specifi~ area. chosen was· Townshtp 2 North, Range 14 East of ·the 
Cimarroq MeridiaQ. in Texas.County; Oklah~ma. , There. are.thirty-five 
wells ,in the area. Th~ loca;tioq.s of .these. well_s are shown in.Figure 4. 
These locations· wer.e estimat;ed as the ;center of the closest ·one- · 
quarter of a. section. The pumpag~ · of .. all wells could not. pe obtained, 
so valu.es of Q from the, well_s wer..e estimat.ed and then varied _in· the_ 
model~ This township is one. of the more dense· areas for irrigation . 
wells in the ·Oklahoma Pal).hand_le. This _is, therefore, one.of the more 
, critical areas. 
To ,define ,the g:r;-id, syste'l\l in tb,e ·study ar.ea, a program .was devel-
oped to genera.te polygqns- for eac;h noq._e. Th.is- prog·ram computes ·data· 
necessary for the model, and·is ,shown. in Appendix B. 
9. 
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METHODS AND. PROCEDURE.· 
General 
The, appli.cation of a managem,ent .model to t'h,e water resources .of a 
region. in.vQlvea the.legal framework·ofc..the state pertaining to :water, 
the economics of .. the region under· consideration, and· th.e physical prop-
ertieEl of the area. The applicBrtion of a .management ·model to a ground-,. . 
water reservoir i~ further:complicated in Oklahoma. because.a different 
set; of laws pertaining only to gi::oundwater has been developed. 
Th_e fh:st assumption made. is that th~ law. allows a,management ·· 
agency.to control the;appropriation of groundwater. Froni this assump-· 
tion the. remaining legal framework. was es.tablish~d by dete~ining the · 
laws that·affect .groundwater uee and applying the1;1e to the study.area. 
At the·same time, the·ecqnomics o:f; the.study area. were investigated_ to· 
deterll/.ine the value ,of wat;er in the;study area as well as the;value of 
altert').ative water supplies ip. this area. 
Legal.Framework 
In eatablishing< the legal framework for the management model, the 
laws. of 0kla.homa dealin,g wi~h greundwater were researcheq. and. intel;':-
preted . to· determ:i,.ne which :would affe.ct the establishment and operation 
20 
of;: the management model. 
The initi~l asp.ect of groundwater law investigated were those ,l.aws 
dealing with the, statutory authority of the use of groundwater .and th.e 
methods of approp,riation .of·groundwater. These statutes.determine 
whether state law will al~ow an agency to manage a.groundwater resor-
voir or the right to, groundwater;is given to lanqowners, regardless of. 
use. Another important .. aspect of ,groundwater law is the priority tq 
wat~r right of appropriators·of .groundwater with respect·to .their type 
of beneficial use. Groundwater .law shpuld also. include some method of 
ranking beneficial uses of wate_r. 
Anoth.er aspect of groundwater law investigated were those laws 
dealing with the. amount of water that can, be taken from a groundwater, 
reservoir. There are two distinct philosophies relating to groundwater 
use. One is the strict conservationist's view, which is that no more 
than the-natural or artificial replenishment should be taken each year. 
The other view involves'.the concept of .mining groundwater in the same 
sense that we min~ other· natural. resources. Some states, such as· 
California; have reached an.equilibrium somewhere between these. 
extremes so that they·mine the groundwater ,as well as provide facili-
ties such as-recharge wells to increase the annual recharge of the 
aqu:i.fer o. The _Oklahoma. laws :were. investig~ted . to· determine· how· much if·. 
any mining of groundwate.r is .allowed. The _definitio,n of waste prohib-
its the mining .of graundwater. 
The final aspect ·,of ·groundwater, law .investigc:j.ted .were those laws 
concerning possible pollution of·the groun\fwater,through management 
decision as to, recharge water and methods .of injection of thiij wate.r~ 
Recharge water as use.d here is defiIJ,ed as water tha,t will be placed in. 
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the aquifer: by a~tific.ia1 means; su,ch as inje,ctic;m wel_ls or infiltra-
tion bas.ins., It i~ some.times possible· to _justify economically the 
recharg_e methods., although the, quality of· the recharge water is poorer 
than the quality ,of the groundwater.: In this study an attempt was ._made 
to determine the effect .the groundwater law would have on ,.recharge . 
water .• 
While i'I\vestigating ,the- groundwat~r law of Oklahqma,:spec:i,al atten"'.' 
tio~ was. given to lqws t}:lat could, cause technologica.1 · ext.ernal di~econ-
omies. A technol<;>gical · external ·dis.economy, as used here, is .defined 
as an external coQ.straint re~ulti.ng from a .law or. other factor ,such as· 
public ;opinion that would.cause the;most.economical method of'manage.,. 
ment or use of ,the grou-ndwate_r resources to be bypass_ed~ Special_ 
\ ' 
,.,:-:,11· ·: 
attention was.given to the ruling of-the courts of the;interbasi,n trans-. 
fer of wat~r. 
These laws when.integrat~d-give the framework within which ground-. 
water use :must._operate. Also ,they give :the guidelines for a management 
agency. not only.from.the opetationaJ·standpoint :but also from the qual-
ity control.standpoint,. The fr~e-w:ork.itse:J,.f·is inherently flexible 
in.that.so many times a.law depends on an individual interpretation of, 
terms as to the extent of ;applicability of the law. In _this study, an. 
attempt was made to interpret these laws and· the:refore develop more 
rigid, guidelines for the use.of the management mqdel. 
Economic Considerations. 
The economics of groundwater use depend almost.entirely on the 
type of use of ,the water 1 and wheth.er the region ,under consider,ation is 
pri~rily agricultural_ or industrial.· Under a.stric,t maJ;'ket system of. 
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resource allocation, the ecbrtOlldcal system that· receives the greatest· 
net;· benefit , from .a resource, is bettez.: able to cqmpete for the resource. 
For.the other.type of all.ocation,system,· th~ public .management·agency, 
it may prove more eGonomicaJ, or socially acceptable i:o·supply the, 
resource.at a cqst that all economical systems with the region ,can 
. . 
afford. In either· case, it is important ,to estimate the net value of. 
the resource al? to Ul:le. 
In thi~ study an ,atte~pt wa,s made to find values of .. water as 
related to use in the ;literature search. The·.first step was .. to find 
values.so that·different uses could be·ranked .as ·to the net·benefit 
rec~ived, for ;use of the water,. The, next step. was .,to determine tb.e type 
of economical system operating in this area, and then apply .the ranked. 
' 
values in this area as to the,maximum cost that could be charged for 
the groundwater·or any alter:native source of water that may be con-:' 
Sidered. 
The· Computer. Model. 
The·computer,model developed for the:management of ;the aquifer is 
a tool by which .future water level$ in the aquifer can.be predicted •. 
The computer model used was developed.at·Te~as Tech University based·on 
the Califqrni.a Mode.!· (14). Physical coµstaIJ.tS of the ,aquifer we.re ej,ther 
estimated or obtained .from, Texas. Ted~ University. 
There were two.types of data required for·input to the:program. 
These. are .data associated with the. grid system used for .the model, aI>rd 
the data representing the;physical.constants of the aq-qifer. The 
physical, constants·of.the aquifer were the. most. difficult·to obtain. 
This is beca.use. the United States Geological Survey is just beginning 
to conduct well tests in the Oklahoma Panhandle, and much of the data 
is not available. 
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The grid system use~ for the study area was a system of polygons 
with one polygon associated with each node. The data required from the 
grid system was the area of each polygon, the lengths between a node. 
and the adjacent nodes, and ·th~ width of faces of the polygons. To 
facilitate the calculation of this data, a computer program was written 
for calculation purposes. A copy of the computer prdgram is contained 
in Appendix.B. 
Because of the lack of precise data for the management model in 
the Oklahoma Panhandle, a series of tests was.made with the computer 
program determining the sensitivity of the program to changes in per-
meability, storage coefficient, and flow from wells. In this series 
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of tests the permeability was allowed to vary between 300 gpd/ft and 
2 500 gpd/ft, Q was allowed to vary from 500 gpm to 1000 gpm, and the 
storage coefficient was allowed to vary from 0.10 to 0.20. Using 
unique combinat.ions of variables and constants, the drawdown. after five 
years was compared to th.e drawdown after five years based on values of 




Legal Interpretat~ons , 
In·groundwater management models thel,'e are two types of management 
systems. that ,can be considered. These are .the public agency systerr1 and 
the market system. Under the,public agency system, the management. 
agency takes into account all users in an area and attempts to supply 
the ;area .with an economi,cal. supply. that all can. afford. This may not 
be true under a marl,(et system, because different.users would compete 
for.the supply and, in cases of shqrtages, .the supply would go to the 
user that; receives the.largest value ,for the resource. Also, under the. 
market system, public opinion would no.t have as ,much effect on ,policy 
decisions as on the decisions of the public agency syst.em. 
In Oklahoma g:roundwat~r law, the.re is some indicat~on that a public 
management. agency is. required. The _groundwater law definit_ely .states · 
tha.t the Wat~.r Resources Board .has th.e power to appropriate groundwater. 
It can then be.assumed·that the agency that·:has the contro], over the 
appropriation of tbe·water also ha,s the power·to manage the system. 
Therefore, it can be ass1,1med.that.publ:f..c opinion will influence-some of 
the management dec::j.sions of ,the agency. 
It _is ver._y important in grotmdwater management programs· to .rank 
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users in terms of priorities as to use. This ;is important, in times of 
water shortages, to give the. management agency a method for determining 
the users most·ent;itled to the water, .The groundwater law giyes a.rank 
of priorities ,as stated in Chapter II. ·The management agency would. 
then have to use these priorities .as a basis for operating the· ground-
water aquifer. 
One important aspec.t of groundwater management is whether the law. 
allows mining of the resource or noL Mining of groundwater is ,defined 
as using mor.e water from an aquifer than the average annual. recharge, 
This means·that if mining of the aquifer is allow;ed, then at some time 
in the,future a point .would be reached when using groundwatE;;r would no 
longer be economical •. The exact time would be the amount of time that 
would prove mos.t·economical, Under·Oklahoma groundwater law, mining of 
the Ogallala aquifer would be prohibited because this would violate the 
ruling ,on ·waste. Therefore, this gives a ve.ry restrictive constraint 
on the operation of the aqui.fer by allowing only an equivalent drawdown 
of only 0,3 inches per year. This·would make it impossible to use the 
Ogallala, aquifer to any great extent. 
The next .area .of· groundwa.ter law that was considered was .that con-
cerning conjunctive use of the groundwater reservoir, Conjunctive use 
is defined as using a groundwater reservoir in conjunction with surface 
water .to achieve the ,most economical operation o:f; the aquifer. This . 
would inc],ude such facto.rs as artificial rechai::ge and· interbasin tram,-· 
fer, 
Artific.ial recharge. is not. prohibited, but care must be taken tq 
use.only water that is chemically and physically compatible.with the 
water in the aquifer,. Otherwise, pollution would result, which would 
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be .prohibite.d by law. Another factor to consid.er in artificial 
recharge is that if silty water. is injected into· the ·aquifer.~ the loss. 
in trans~iss:i,bility of the ;aquifer near th.e well would not ·wai;-rant the 
possible:savi11gs resulting .frem:arti:l;icia,l recharge. 
Inter°Qasin transfer of water.is defined, as the transporting of. 
water from the basin of occurrence to al'!,other·basin for use. Under 
Oklahqma law, the interbasin transfer of water is allowed. Thi.s means 
that·sources of water could be imported fJ;"om other.parts. of Oklahoma or 
other states to provide sources, of water for conjunctive use •. 
Economic Factors 
In Chapter II it was .shown. that the .value. of water for irrigation 
is much lower.than.for industrial or domestic uses •. The value ,of·water 
fqr in;igat;ion purposes .ranges .fro:m $9 • .QO/acre.;.ft to $32.06/aare.;.ft. In 
the .Oklahoma .Panhandle_, the primary source of .income is either irriga-
tion of farm lands or ranching. As. a result, all. future plans fqr the 
manageme,nt of wate.r resources in thi1:1 area must be competitiv:e. 
This be,comes ·an.important factor wh.en considering alternative sup-
plies of ._water: for ,the ar_ea. The co.st of an alternative supply must be· 
low enough to allow ·th~ usex- to make a ._profit. Also, artif icia:l 
recharge proJects m~st be cempetitive, or they will pr_ove. to be, uneco-
nomical,. 
The·Polygon.Genel;'.ation Program 
The ,data generation progra111. was .. developed to a:i,.d · in sett::l.ng up the: 
grid .system. The grid sy1;1tem .used '.in thi.s -st~dy was a system of irreg-
ular polygons d!:!veloped. by bi.sec ting the·• lines connecting a. center -
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node. to an adjacent nodeo When this :i.s done fot all adjacent nodes 
and the bisectors.are connected, a·boundary·results that separates ·the 
center node from all adjacent nodes, as shown in Figure 5. Average. 
values of permeability, storage coefficient, and flow can then be set 
up for each node.that will .apply only to tlle polygon associated with 
the node. 
The program developed in this study was.used to calculate the 
length between nodes, the width of all faces of each polygon, and the 
surfaq,e area of each polygon. This data was then input. to the Te.xas 
Tech University Model, 
The most difficult prqblelll encountered in using the data generation 
program was that·of establishing boundaries in the program, This was 
accomplished by.assuming 1'boundary11 nodes outside the boundary thal;: 
were equidistant from the boundary as a node insideo The perpendicular 
bisector then approximately defined the. boundary in the program. 
This program was then applied, to the 35 wells in the study area. 
The areas of all of the nodes are shown in Table IV, and the lengths 
between nodes and the .widths of .the faces.are shown in Appendix B. 
Some nodes had large areas and flow paths associated .with .them. 
This resulted from sparse density of wells in some sections of the 
study area.. For example, the .nearest well to node 18 was a full mile, 
and the area associated .with .that node was almost four square miles. 
Another set of data required for the program were elevations.in 
the study area. These included elevations of the nc;,des, bott.om of the, 
aquifer at the.nodes, and water table at the.nodes, These are given 
in Appendix B. 
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Li = Length between · two nodes. 
. . 
·.· wi =· Width of a face . 
Ai - Area of the_ polygon. -
,,· ... ,· .·., 
Figure 5. Typical polygon of grid system. 
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TABLE IV 
DATA OUTPUT OF POLYGON GENERATION PROGRAM AREA OF POLYGON 
Area Area 
Node (Square Miles) (Acres) 
1 0,59 377,6 
2 Oo50 32000 
3 Oo83 531,2 
4 L02 652.8 
5 0,38 243,2 
6 Oo48 307.2 
7 0.37 236,8 
8 Oo75 480,0 
9 3.10 1984,0 
10 2.17 1388,8 
11 L19 76L6 
12 0,34 217.6 
13 0.31 198,4 
14 0.44 28L6 
15 L28 819,2 
16 2,00 1280,0 
17 2.19 1401.6 
18 3,94 2521.6 
19 0,88 563,2 
20 0,84 537,6 
21 L27 812,8 
22 2.67 1708 0 8 
23 0,56 358"4 
24 0,50 320.0 
25 0,31 236,8 
26 0,35 224,0 
27 0,54 345,6 
28 L50 960,0 
29 LOO 640,0 
30 L37 876,8 
31 0,35 224,0 
32 0.50 320,0 
33 0.60 384.0 
34 0.50 .320.0 
35 L91 1222,4 
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The Computer Model 
The Texas Tech University computer model was used to predict the 
level of the water table in 1975 9 The base values used for the first 
run were: 
2. 
P = 400 gpd/ft , Q = 800 gpm, and·S = 0,15. The·results of 
this computer run are .contained in Table V. The·reason that the water 
table .rose at some nodes, Le., negative values; was that the computer 
model, through the relaxation methods, balances.the water table after· 
eac,h iteration. This should simulate the natural.movement.of water 
within the aquifer due to the balancing pf the hydraulic gradient of . 
the water table. To check the ;accu::i;:acy of this ef.fect, the net draw-
down, of eaqh nod.e and the · total wa te:r use was . computed·• This value was 
checked against the total outflow from the wells and found to agree 
within a.± two per cent error. During all runs of the computer pro.,. 
gram, the natural recharge was not inclu.ded because of the negligible 
amount, 
A ser.ies .of parametric studies was made with the computer program 
to determine the sensitivity of the program to Vqlues of Q, S, and P, 
In each run, two of the variables were held at the.base value, while 
one of them was varied through a certain.range, The reason for·this 
was to determine how accu:rpate field, determinations of these values must 
be, After the program was·run for five years, the values of drawdown 
were compared to values of drawdowns obtained from the base values of 
P, Q, and S, These values were compared to a range of the.residual 
value in the program. The residual term in the computer yrogram is in 
a range within which the sum of.the inflows and outflows at each node 
must balance, This term is required becc;1use.the approximation 
techniql.le, at best, gives an approximation of the inflows and outflows, 
TABLE V 








































































H (1975) · 
3093.0. 
3090.5 







3108 .• 0 
3076~9. 
3074.0 





3141. 7 . 
3081. 6. 
















* 2. P = 400 gp.d/ft , S = 0. 15, Q = _800 gpni-
** ' 







































The residual. term used for runs involving changes in ;e was· 2. 0 acre-ft 
per time step, which is equivalent; to a 1mrutim.um ofl~O ft. o~ error in 
five years. Ho~ever, for runs involving Q ands, the program bec~me 
unstable -and th.is value had to be increased. to 4.0 acre-ft/time step, or 
an equivalent of 2.0 ft of drawdown in five years. Tbe·,tesults of these 
computer runs are shown in Tables V through XI. 
From the results ,of the computer runs for the parametri~ studies, 
when permeability was varied by 12.5 per ~ent, the diffe,rence in the 
d·rawdown cqmpared to the base :value was ._within the residual error. 
Also, when. the permeability was varied ,by· 25 . per cent, . only a few .nodes 
were outside ,the range of the residual error. Tq.erefore, the.program 
i$ considered insensitiv:e to.a range of permeabilities. 
When the storage coefficient was first run, a residual error of .2.0 
acre"'."ft/time ,step cause~ the. program.to become.unstable. The _residual. 
error was-thenfncreased. to 4.0·acr.e-"ft/time step. The storage coeffi-. 
cient was_then,allow;ed to vary within a 33 per cent range of.the base 
value. The results show that the differences in dr.awdown fell outsiqe 
the range· of the residual error.. Therefore, the program is· sensitive , 
to storage coefficient~ 
Varying ,the flow from wells xequired that. ,the re.sidual term be 
increased to 4.0 acre-ft per time step. The flow was.first varied by 
12.5 per cent. This resulted in very little change in drawdown. Even 
a range up to .40 per cent failed to exceed the residua,! error •. There-
fore, it can,be concluded that the program is very insensitive to Q. 
Thus, there.is no need for a wide .scale survey of the.study area to 
determine flows, because a good es tima t.e · will suffice. 
. TABLE VI 












































3045 .• O 
3065.0 
3090 .. 0 
3Q;75,0 
S = 0.15, Q = 800,gpm. 
H 
(1975) 











I 2 350 gpd ft 
3090. 6 
3111.0 
3107 0 9. 





















































* SENSITIVITY OF PROGR,AM TO CHANGE IN PERMEABILITY 
Select.ed H H h h- h(base) 
Nodes (1970) (19,75) (Abs.Val.) 
Permeability = .450 g12d/ft 2 
2 3092.0 3090.3 L7. 0.2 
4 3115.0 3110.2· 4.8 0.4 
6 3110.0 3108.0 2.0 o. 0. 
8 3105.0 3109. 3 · -4.3 0.2 
10 3110,0 3107~8 2.2 0.2 
22 3055.0 3051.4 3.6 0.3 
24 3045.0 3049 .. 4 -4.4 0,7 
26 3065.0 3071. 4 . -6.4 0,7 
28 3090,? 0 3090.5 -0.5 o .. o 
30 3075.0 3070,1 4.9 0.3 
















































































Storag~ Coefficient = 0.10 
3092,0 3088.9 
3115.0 3108.7 
3110. 0. 3108.7· 
3105.0 3113.1 
3110, 0 3107,1· 
3055.0 3048,8 
3045;0 3050.5 
3065,0 3072., 4 
3090.0 3090,2, 
3075,0 3069,0 
Storage Coefficient;= 0.20 · 








































































































3105 •. 0 
3110.0 
3055.0 
































































* . . 2 
Permeability,= 400 gpd/ft , S - 0.15.-
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TABL~ X 















































Q = 700 gpm 
3090 .• 7 · 
3110 • .7 
3108 •. 1 · 
3109, 3. 






Q =;= 900 gpm 
3090.3 
3110 .• 5 







































































Q =:= 10.00 gpm 
3092. 0 3090 .. 1 
3115~0 3110.4 
3110.0 3107.6 





























*Permeability =;400 gpd/ft2, S = 0.15 .• 
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Discussion of Results _ 
It appears that ·until tqe ruling of waste iq redefined, legally 
the Ogallala aquifer cannot be ,used to any great extent. However, to 
d~te tqe state agencies have not applieq this ruling to . the Ogallala 
aquifer. It ·then seems that this ruling could be changed to . allow a 
basis to manage the State's groundwater resources. 
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Other , than this, the .law tends toward management of the ground-
wate~ resources. For example, the law gives a st?te agency, the Water 
Resources Board, the power to administer groundwater law and the right 
to appropriate groundwater. The law also gives the Water Resources 
Board the power . to administer matters pertaining to tqe operation of 
groundwater reservoirs such as artificial recharge. With very few 
legal changes; the Water Resources Board could also become the manage-
ment agency for applying the groundwater management mode . 
There have been some large scale plans to meet the future water 
requirement of Oklahoma. The Oklahoma. Plan, a plan developed by tte 
Department of Int;erior to bring water from the southeas_t part of the 
state _to the areas that need water, is one such plan . In this _plan, 
each area will either supply excess water, or use water as demand 
requires. This _plan .includes .all existing groundwater supplies, as 
well as surface water supplies . This is an example of a case where the 
Ogallala groundwater aquifer will be used conjunctively with surface 
supplies. The only economi_c req'uir~~ent resulting from, thi~ study is , 
: I I : 
that the c~st _of the water fall witqin the ·$9.00/acre~ft to $32/acre~ft 
range for agricultural ,areas. 
The polygon .generation program was .developed to aid in calculating 
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data .. for the ·grid system,; It will ha.ndle as large .a study area as .. 
required ,witho,ut much error,. provided care is taken .in setting up the· 
boundar.ies .and defin:i,ng adjacent nodes, The program is further 
explained; and . definition of the terms are contained, in Appendix B. 
The matheII).atical mo.del proved to be a suitable program after some 
small changes, The greatest problem arisiqg from the use of·this pro-
gram was input -data other than th.at pertaining to the grid system., 
Sets of data are contained in the ,results that were used for this 
Study. , The most criti~al data was· determined to ·be. ,the data' ;involving 
the,physical,aspects of the 1groundwat:;er aquifer, Q, s, and·P. 
As a .result of the inaccu,racy of the physical 'data; a parametric 
study was made on Q, S, and P. The results show that the program is 
relatively insensitive to variat:i;on in Q and P, but qu:i,te sensitive 1to 
val;'iat:i,ons.in the storage coefficient, s. This implies that tests will 
hav:e to be made· to .detet:mine the storage· co.effJciei+t~ 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS, 
Summary_ 
Many states are now reaching the point where water resource plans 
for the entire state are needed for.their effective management. 
Althoug:h some states have . taken steps ·to implement laws and techniques 
for the:management of their water resources, many states·still lack 
e:l;fective .tools. to implement .a manc\l,gement program. On_e objective _of 
this study was to determine the legal and economic framework under 
which this state ca,n manage.the Ogallala groundwater aquifer. 
Many· tools can be used bY' a management agency tc;> operate .a ground- • 
water rese:i:voir. In thi~ study, a computer.model was.used.to predict 
values of. drawdown in the ·future due to. use from.wells. To aid in the 
collection of.data for the computer model, a program was written to 
calculate properties of. the ;grid system used. This data, with other 
data_ obtained, from Texas Tech University .or estimated, were then put 
into tb,e model to. predict Jutur,e levels of the water table. 
At ,the _same tim~, parametric ,tests were made on the model to 
dete_rmine it's sensitivity to varying dat.a. These tests. were made_ on 
the permeability, storage coefficient, and flow from wells. Only var-




One objec~ive 1of this study was to determine. the laws affecting 
groundwater :manageme11t·in ,Oklahomap. The management of 1groundwater 
depends on groundwater law as.it pe:r;tains to management 'agE1,ncies, 
methods of appropriations; priorities of appropriations, and amounts 
that ,can be, taken. , These,laws,. inte,grated with the economics of the, 
region, can produce a framework for the management mode .. The most dif.:.. 
ficult prob,lem encountered in this part, of the study was determining 
the interpretation of, .the courts. in so.me areas of groundwater law., 
The, 1phys::J.cal .appli.cation of, the compt,iter ,mode]... resulted, in projec-
tion of . the future water · levels .· of groundwater reservoirs. These pro-
jections' cot1ld be used. to nqt on],.y discover early trouble areas, but 
also to, give some indi,cat::J..on as to the · length ,of · time be£ ore. a new 
source of.water. is required. 
The polygon ·generation program gives.good results when.care is 
taken in defining adjacent nodes, and boµndary µodes. The·accuracy of 
the data· obtaine.d frQm thi!=> · computer program is important, because it 
aff!ects. the:accuracy of the rest.1lts .of the model, The parametric, 
studies indicate t};lat accurate tests shou:J,d be µiade.to determine values 
of the storage coe:l;ficient in the. study area. 
Suggestiot).S for Fut1,1re Research 
As a result of ·this study it: was determined· that more work could 
be done to develop a more accurate cqmputer program. The program could· 
inc_lude a · techn~que for cori.centrating flows, during certain months or. 
. ' 
time periods,, Also, a methoq for analyziil& vertical: changes in 
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physical.properties is needed. 
Another area of future re1;1earch tha.t could be helpful is applying 
a linear. programming technique with the computer model to achieve the 
optimum operation of.the aquifer. 
An important factor in groundwater management is that concerning 
artificial recharge •. A feasibility study could be made on artificial 
recharge as to new recharge methods or new water treatment methods to 
provide water for recharge purposes. 
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APPENDIX A·• 
COMPUTER MODEL FO;R A GROUNDWATER RESERVOIR 
This program simuh.tes ,the movement of water in ,a groundwater aqui-
fer and calcul.at~s the. values of head at each node for each yea:r of ,. 
simu],ation. 
Input ,data required for this program is. in three parts. First, tqe · 
data generated by the:polygongeneratio11 program,is needed to define the 
grid system. Secondly, physical da:ta of the,aquifer is needed. Finally, 
progt;'am control data·is needed; 
The dat:a generated from the polygon generation progr~ must be,con-. 
verted to terms of acres and feet. As input, the area of each node must 
be multiplied by the storage coe:f;ficient.of each node and entered into 
the program as AS(i). Also, raties of width of face to,length between 
nodes must be calculated, 
The permeability can be input in two ways, For the,runs in this 
stu,dy, .a uniform, permeability was assumed so that the term COEFFA was 
used to introduce permeability,. It if is ,reqtlired to it).clucj.e different 
permeabilities at different nodes, then for Y(i), the ratio of.width of 
faces to length between nodes, calculate the ·product of Y(i) an,d perme- .. 
ability, When this .is done, the COEFFA .term .must be entered as LOO. 
The prograµi has the capab,ility of including a· Q at each well node, but 
does not:have .. the capability to vary flow with time. 
46 
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The progr,;Un contr0l data includes, such factors as the time step,· 
the tot~l ·ti~e of .. the run; a:nd the closure error allowed. The closure 
error is the mc;>st critical· fa.ct0r. 0£ tbe ·program., control ,data~ The: pro-
gram .balances. the £+ow fr.om wells,, the change in,storage; and· the flow 
within the aquifer within this ,toleranc~. If the closure error is 
chosen tqo sml;l.11, ,then .the program becomes unstable. 
Lines 0013 tq 0107 est,;1blish a system to r~ad in data. and check 
for : the c.qrrect order. Also,. in this part the input data is printed out 
andlabeleq. so that the programmer.can check the data. Lines 0112 to 
0188 co:ntain·the relaxation methoq. that calculates the level of; the, 
water, table in the aquifer after each time step. The program prints 
only values at .the end of.five ,years or the end 0f time:.\J?eriod. The 
tertl).s used in.the program are as follows: .. 
BL. =·bottom elevation of node (ft), 
SL =.surface· elevation of node· (ft) 
D = ;thickness. of aquifer (ft) 
AQ = flow from a wel.1 (ae:re--ft/time step) 
HO =·.initi/:1,l water ,table elevation (ft) 
H = ,water. table· elevation at. time, t (ft) 
Relax= the storage change at a node (acre....:ft/titn~ step) 
Res= the residual. error after balancing allflpws. 
(acre-ft/time step) · 
Err;or = .. the error ,closu,re ·allowed· (acre""°ft/time step) 
Node 1, Node 2 the ce.nter node and adjacent node. between which .a 
flow path (wid.th o:1; face/length .of ·node) is defined. 
Delta= time step (yrs) 
NWELLC = node ntllllber associated with a well 




~001 CCl'll'ION sn HltC(Hf' Cl 77) ,QS( 1171 
(002 ,~,CC.MMCN 13.51,1:.C.(35 I . y• •• ;-, .~ •• 
(QC}::> . COM_MCN ) ' '177),Q11711 , , .. · ··,. 1 ·. . 
t064 DJ~ENSION ' Rll351,SLl351,ASC351•PEL AX(l771,RES(ll71 
CC05 O.JMHSION .NOOF.11171):;NOl:i'E2(17H,B(.1J.7),C(l711,PC1771 ~ .. 
fQC6 DIMENSION AQ(351,DRY(351,ACS(351 
too7 OIME~SICN XNODEl351,YI\OCE(351,NWELLC(351,Nlll771,l\2(17ll 
p:ca CUME~S.IC t..X (~5) ·--""" • ...,... ... , ... - .... 
UC<; ) 04TA' ".[MAX,flM~X . /15lt3!f/ • ,'. ,,·• , . ' •. 
~fllO 'MFSSw:O ' ,. ' , ' 
,9011 12345 , .CONTINUE•- ,.;;.,. 
f}Ql2 READ(~, 101 IUST ,MAJOR,i"lINOR 
0013 101 FCRMI\Tl3Il01 
f() ~4 . ,R~Ay ( '; .,.1 C2JE.PP,c;p_. COEfuF t.T.I r!.F .. ,,,.....~!'!!'"'"''<'.l-l"""'="'~ 
1:015 ;\~ 102.· FtJRt,1AT I 3F}3 .. 4'1 ,. • ,,, •. ·' • .'· · 
CQl6 .00 ·1211 1=1,"flAX . :-
Pfll .... - R.EADl5,-121Cl .:._XNODEAI l.,.VNODEUl,NWELLC(I) 
OQ\R 1210 FOR~ATl2fl0.2,151 
f( l~ 1211 CCNTl~UE 
t!P?,O ,~ .DO Pl "= 1,M"AX,,n- · ·-,"'·"""''""l'"!f,""!1~···"'."f"'!!';'""m~'.~ .... 
el02l ' 131 REA_:J15,1411\l (fll 1 ACIMI 
'1022 14 FORMI\TII7,3X,F6.CI , 1, 
0023 C CHECK 0.ATA FCP .CGPRECT ORDER 
,024 00 140 M•l,MflAX 
,£025 JFINll~.I-NIIHLClfllll39,140,139 
Q7.6 .• p9 ,,. M!;.S S •l 1 
PC21 . II=NllMI 
poza · . · 111=M • 
(()2~ .JJ""NIIELLC I fl I .J. -
~ ~!O JJJ=fl 
p~31 C ~ESSAGF=l FEFC DATA FOR A ~ELL NOT IN CLASS CCR OLT CF CRDER 
Q0:2 , .,. .••. , GO~ T!J lCOOO ia:n ' ,., 140 CONTINUE , 
0~4 DEt:TA=l ./FLOATIMI\JOR*l'tl\OR I ,. 
~035 • , .• 00- 1:5 M;:1,l'MAX .. ,~ --' 
@036 IF(AQ(t,1)1640,15,15 
(C~7 640 AQ(t,ll• AC(fll•.z 
j:«;3fl 1,5 .,AQ.O,'l=-ACll'I ., , , . . , • • ~ 
0.039 ' REA0(5,10Cl(NC0El(Ll,NOCE21L!,YILl,L:1,LIIAXI 
C04C 100 ~ORM~Tllll7,1X,17,1X,Fl0~2,1Xl,17,1X,ll,1X,Fl0.2l 
~041 ,. .~ R FAQ I 5, 10'4 11 N 1.1 M 1, !HIM I., SI. f"1 I ,.AS (.MI ,H 0,11 , Ii~ 1, MM AX I , 
~Q42 104 FORM~T(17,5X,F7.C,6X,F7.0,6X,Fll.0,11X,Fll.CI 
t-043 C CHEf.K FCR CLT OF CPCF.R CARCS 
({044 • ., • .,-, .CQ 1()5 f':1,MflAX • , , .• , 
(045 fF(NllM)-N~ELLC(l'lll06,~05,106 
~046 106 MF.SS=?. ' 




l?QSI C MESSAGE;. i · PH°vSJOL w'eu: DA.TA fOR A WELL _NOT 1·1\ ·CLASS C OR OUT CF ORDER 
0Q52 C , WFLI. WIIS RE/ID 
_ppsi , ... CO ·TC lCCCC 
' 54 1C5 CCNTINUE 
DO 103 1/,=1 ,Ml'l'IX 
0,,;3 C()f;Ffl"'l=UF.Fl:A.. 
99~ ·DO 998 M~l,MMAX 
998 SLX(l')=SL("I 1 
49 
C IDENTIFY , HE POSUICN .. JN .. IHE NWELLC ARRAY OF ThE WELL NUll,BERS IN TliE N,ODEl 
C AND NOOE2 ARPl'IYS. STORE THIS POSITION NUMBER IN Nl ANC N2 
00 1'100 M=l,Ll'A) 
Hlt-1,,-l1c;9q,cisc_.,_se,~ . . , 
9e5 IFINCOEl!Ml~NOOEl(M-11199~,9e6,990 
986 Nl(M)=Nl(M-1) 
GO TC 1105' , ,. 


























































: '_ t-1F.SS=4 
: 11 =NODE l (III 
· .. LI I =II 
JJ -=NWELLC:(LI 
JJJ=L-
(; MfSSAGE=J Nl10El ,WJ,..S ."CT ,Fr,l/NO (~ THE CLASS 
0 GO TO lCOOC 
1100 Nl°I Ml=I. 




', I f=N0DE2 (MI 
I 11=" 
, · _ JJ·=NWELLCI LI . 
JJJ=L 
C MESSAGf.=5 NOCE2 WAS l\(T FOUND IN THE CLASS C WELLS 
. l:100 N~IMl=l 
1400 ,CCNT 11\UE 
DO lOA L-=1 ,Ll-'AX 
M=Nl( LI .•• . -
N=N2 ( LI 
All.l=IAL(l-'l+BLl~I l•.5 
,qi:l~ DIL!=ISLX.1~1.+S} )5111;!,l/2,-~!P 
, PILl=VIL)•I.CCEFF.A/4.0I 
lOfl ' CONTINUE 
WRITE(6.,2001 
2CO FORM/\T(41H ~COIFIEO O~R PRCGRA~ FOR ~IGH PLAINS OF OKLA // 
1261i 35 NODES AND 151 BRANCliS///5H NODE,5X,17HSTATE WELL NUl'BER 5X 
?. , 7,HSTCl)AJ:E ,'lX ,7H .. UPPER .,9.~ ,6~f'OTTGl"/3lX7t'Fl'ICTCR5, 0, lOHEl.,.EIIAT lOI\S, 
36X,1C~ELEVATI0NS//I . ' · 
WR!TEl6,201111"1 ~WELLCIMl,AS(,..1,SLIMl,Bll~l,~=1,1-'MAXI 
201 I-OBMAT(Ht,11Jl,l1,101<,4HAS;: ,F8.l,4X,41iSLs ,F8.1,4X,4HBL = ,FB.11 
WRITFl6,2C21 
2C2 FORMAT(//////71i eRA~CH,4X,20HRElWEEN WELL ~lJ,..BERS '1X,19HPSELOO-PER 
2MEAAILITV11X,17~ AOTTC~ EI.EIIATION 6X1101i T~ICKNESS//1 
~·, T" ' WRIT[ I 6 '20 3'j IL, NODE 1 (LI' NCOE 2 I LI t p IL I t BIL,.., ci u 'L = 1 'L "AX I 
203 FOPM/\Tll6,<;X ,117,3X,J7.,7X,3HK= . ,F8.4,lOX,3HBs ,Fll.1,qX,31iO= ,F8.ll 
WR I TF 16, 2041. LIS l ,J''lAJOR, MINO P, ERROR, COHEA . 

































19H CCfff~ sf7.41 
Tl ~EZ=Tl~E+FLCA11Ll~TJ . 
WPTTE'IJ,,2051 TlME",TJ'l'IE,2.1 . 
. .,, 
2Q5 , FORMATl/////16H .S1MULATICN FPCM ,FR.2,3H TC,FB.21 
.- ,. WR It.EI b; a OC I TI M.E, IM ,NlilE L LC-1 t'-I ,t-< IM I , lb 1, Ml'AlC I 
300 FONMtTl7H TIME= ,FB.2///15H NODE,14,3X,1BHSTATE ~ELL ~UMBER ,17,5X 
l,3HH= ,Fe.111 
. no l 5 0 L = l, LI' AX 
OIL):2.•BILI 
150 PILl=.5•PILI 
- .. ' 00 6CC LISTS= l,'ll.Sl"' 
00 601 l'=l,lll'AX 
DRYll'l=O. 
J,C'•I IIQSII')= C. ~ .• 
\ JOR,Y =O , 
~ DO sdo ~llJORS=l,MAjOR ' 
. ITf-R"O ,.· .•. ,..Ji:.' 
DO 4CO l'J~ORS=l,l'INOR 
l TIMF=TIME+DELTA 
,, ,CO . 2 "= l ! ~ I' AX ,.. . .,...,,"""',..,..·..,...,,...,~, 
HU I ri I :AMAX 11 BL I I' I , HIM 11 -: 
2 AOIMl=AQll'J+AQSll'I ' 
-. I bR Y ;, Q. , ~· ~"-
3 DO 4 M=l,l'l'AX 
RELAXl"l=llSIMI/DELTA 
S _I M I -=;,REL II X IM l'I' I 1' II~ X l (e LI I! I I l:i IM) I, -KC l M 11 
RESll'l,;,ACll'I-SIMI ', , · · 
ITER=ITER+l . . 
DO 5 L=l ,Ll!A.X. ,.,, 
N=Nll ll 
M=N2 I LI 
v ( LI = P I l. I * A~ A >q I C • , H.H I + J-l IN I - e I LI l,"" ... "···=-···-"'"""'•~··-=......,,ffl<:·'""'""~.,,, .. ..,-. G 140 ., 
Cl'• l ' 



















0 I l: I 
0162 
C . PREVENT FLOW FNOM ' A DRY PGLYGON ' 
IF I H IN I-HIM l 11 Cl , 7 03 , 71 f " 
C '. FLOW FROM M TO I\, M l'LST··. NCT •.• OE . DRY 
7Cl !FIH(MI-PL(Mll7C3,7C3,705 
7C3 OIL l=C. 
. GO. Tn 77 C, • • . . 
C FLn\.l · FRO~ N TC 11, I\ MUST NCT ' BE 
711 !FIHINI-BLINll7C3,7C3,705 
7C5 . CCNT l~IJF 
QI L I =YI L I* IHI I' 1-H IN I I 
770 CONTINUE 
Q I; l /\ ~ I "' I = R F L 11' X C ~-l+Y ( L ,I .• ., 
RELAXCl\l=RELAX (~l+YIL) 
RES I I' l=flCS C"' 1-Q II. I 
5 RESCNl•AES(Nl+Q(LI 
8 DO 12 "'=l,l'MllX 
RELAXCMl=l.O/RELAXl~I 
_t-i} M) =/I~ AX I I IHI f It REL ll ,X I t,, I *RE§ 11'} l , ~LIM I I" 
c: ·· H(Ml=HIMl+PEI.AXll'l•RESCM) 







q64 '"'' .. tt.(M.l=SL!t,. 
Clto5 GO JO ' 12 
0166 · 11 QS(MI:!), • . 
Cl67· 12 ,CONT TNUF. .• ~ 
0 l 6 8 1110 0 F CJ RM AT( 1 H , l O Fl 2. 11 
Cl6'1 · 00 13 M=l,l'IIA)( 
• .0 lJO, "'"··~· l f IE R~P~;:. i\ e.s I RES PD 13,3., .n-, 13 
0 l 71 · C I F ( .E.RR lJ R-A BS C RES ( M, I I I 3/3, .l,3 , l 3 ' 
.0172 33 IFIH(ll:1-e.1.,IMllf,34,3 :,·,, ' 
0173 .. ~4 . fORV=lDRHl.·""~ , .. ,L ,-.i"'- , 
0174 13 CONTINUE 
0175 IF(IORVl400,4C0,390 
.Qt76 . , 4,;0~ 00 J't,5 =1,t:lJM . !'II"..,....,,,..,,.,.,. 
0177 · , ·', '· IFIH('ll•J-pL'l,M.1)39h,~9J,3:~5 • . 
017A ,·'. 391 ' .jORV~l'· -:' ·;·':e.f,,. ~ ' ,· 
017<; .· .. '. - .:.: uRVC.Ml.:.ORYAlil.U.RE-5.0!:) --~;~, ~ ,;;t.~,_-...,.;.~, 
Cl80 395 CCNTl~UF. 
0181 400 CONTINUE 
OJ.A.;? ,,., . W.R ITE!f:.1't-~4l1Uf.~1JJ.E!\,------· 
oiA3 · 404 F,oR,1~T(1/// 5H!/IE."1f8.2,'UO,UH 
0184' 410 CONTINUE ' 
018 5 , .. O.S T.:0 ••. ,o 
0106 DO 4C3 11=1,Mll~X 
0187 1F"1<JSIMll4C3,4C3,40l 
.0 le.a 't,Cl W.P.J.J EI(),,~ 0? l,~,1 QS,U',~ , 
0189 ;' -!<02 , FORMH(5H ·~001;,1~.3.~,4 qs .. ·1:a.r, 
Cl90 QST-=QST+QS(Ml . · ' 
0191 .• 403 , CON.Iil~UE~ · 
c1g2 WRITE(6,40~lQST 
01~3 4C5 FO~MAT(/22h TOTAL SURFACE FLOW= Fl0.11 
Cl c; 4 ..., .5 ~Q C C•N,.I,1 ~U E ~- . _,......,,.._,,~,,,,_......,,,_ ____ ..,... ,..,..1~-..,~~--
01 <; 5 . ·JFIJC:RVI 5010; 5010', 
Cl'16 5000 DO ·5005 ·M=l,IIIIAX' ' <1,,. 
Cl 97, ' - IF i ORV OHi 50C 3, 50 G 5 .. 5003. ,: __ '.i..:...--~··"·.::::::._..,. 
Qlg8 5003 DRVIMl=AQ(MI-DRVIPll*DELTA 
(199 WRITEl6,5002IM,NWELLC(Ml,AQ(Ml,ORV(MI 
Q,?0.0 ,/ ;_ggz f '? flMATJtH ~ttN9p1E ,?-\1611.. SJ/\U, WELi.. f'l.Q• J9 ,J}H WITIL l;XPl,;qJ; .~ WlHOR . 
0201 ~· -~ lRAWALS OF· Fl0.0.',1911 ,>AC~~~ fl" REOUCEO JQ ,FlO,C, . 81" ACRE FTI 
020~ ~OC5' C'CNTINUE • • 1 , • . ,,;, • 
C203 ... 5010 . CONTINUE. ' ... ~ ·.l' , ./ ' 
C204 5Cl CONT INUE 
C205 WRITEl6,3021TIIIE, IM,NWELLCIMI ,HIM) ,Pl=l,MMAXl 
0?.06 3£J2 FqRMPl11~uv1J= .... P.,2..1 115 an_El4,3x.i.nf:isHu 
0207 , .,, ' l5X,4f,11. , = ,.4Fll~PL ' · i,l' . ,, . ' " 
' C2CI! : _WRJTEl6,3Cl) ,, . 4'; 
02Q'1 . 301 0.FORMA.T(lH.lL' ... 
C21C 6CO CONTINUE 
0211 621 GO TO 622 
021.2 1090,9,.,liR!Jtl6 tiC9,9l "ESS.,llt!Jl,J,1,,,UJ . ,, _ . . ... 
0213 "':11000 ~ORMATI lH ,19HTROUBLE AT· MESS.AG!: [4,9HWEll NC. 11,.llH SUBSCRIPT : 
0214 '. • 114,14H ANO WELt, Nq,, r1; tlH SUBSC.RlPT · 141 . . - . . 
C215 ".622 CONTINUE.. .. . ' 
0216 . CALL EXIT 
·. APPENDDCB 
POLYGON DATA GENERATION PROGRAM 
This program generates data. for an irregular polygon grid system; 
for use in a mathematical, model'of a groundwater reservoir~ To set .up 
this ·pro.gram, the wells in .. the study. area .must be assigned numbers from 
1 to L, wher_e L = total number of wells. To. define the boundaries of 
the syst.em, the following method must be _used. For -vertical or near-
vertical boundaries, define :nodes outi;;,ide the boundaries that; have the . 
same y coordinate all,d are equidistant.,from.the boundaries as nodes in 
the boul;),dary that; are l:ldjacent .to ·the boundaries. For horizontal or 
near-horizontal ·boundai;-ies, defi_ne nodes that : have the same x :coordinat;:e 
anc;l are equidista,nt from the bounda);'y as .nodes adja.cent. to tl).e boundary. 
If thiE:l is do.ne for eaGh bouµdary, then each n<;>de adjacent to the 
boundary shoul_d have at .least one exter.ior node associated with it •. 
After this is don:e, the'Q. a'process of se,tti'Q.g up adjaqent.nodes must be 
perfor;med.. To· do this, sta_rt with node 1 of the study area and define 
all adj,acent nodes including exter_ior nodes. associated with each node. , 
Repeat thi;.s pro_cess. for -,each node.. The _best ,way to do this is to define 
the ,nearest one or _two no.lies, in each quadrant· associated :with a center 
C 
nqde. 
The node numbers and the :coordinat,es associiated with each. node., ' 
inc_luding exter~pr nodes, are .· ,the on_ly in,put data . requ:i,.red , for this 
52 
53 
program. Th!= program the~ computes the length betweeIJ, nodes for each 
p0lygon,, the ,width, of all fac;es for each polygon, and the ;area ,of· each 
polygon. 
In the program, statements 1 through 10 are·for input dat;a. State-,, 
ments 10 through 12.compute and write the length between nodes. State-
mertts. 30 through 55 compute. a~d write t4e width of faces of the polygon, 
and statern~nts .55 ·· through. 70 compute and writ.e the area. of the polygon. 
It must be noted, however, that :althqugh the program computes 
lengths between.a node. adjacent to a,boundary.and·an exterior node, only· 
the widt.hs and lengths, witl:tin the boundary are neeq.ed for input data fqr 
the modeL The other VcJ.lues result from defining th!= boundary, The 
data output mu~t be ;further reduced by computing widt.h to length ratios,, 
W/L~.1 Also., the area must be multiplied, by the factor 640 to change 
square miles to acres .• 
The definiti.ons, .of terms used in the data generation program are as 
follow~:· 
N = .total number of nodes · 
L = number·of .interior .nodes 








,. interior; node. 
- X coordinate. of !lode (Mi) 
= 1Y coordin~te of !'\Ode (Mi\) 
= node nurp.ber,of well 
= length between c.enter node, , I, and exterior node· 
J (Mi) 
= intersec;tioIJ, points o:f; the ,faces, of the polygon 
= width of; face between center node, I, and adjacent. 
node, J · (Mi) 2 
= ,area .of· the polygon. (Mi ) • 
Dl~ENSION X(641,Y(f4),N~ELL(f41,MWELLl641 
., •.. ,DIMFNSIC; r-. P,11,Cl,CllOl, .SllOl,wqol . , 
DI~E~SIOt'< XNLE~(64,641,Z~AJ(64,641,ZMIN(64,f4) 
OIME~SICN SLOPEl64,641,Blf4,641,W1Dlf4,t41,AREA(641 
l FORMHl2151 -·~. . , .. 
2 FOP.MATl2FIC.2,15) 
3 FORMH( 15) 
4,F OR.."! 11 J ll.'t15.1 .. ,~ .• ~, • ., .... ., ,.. ·.-. ., ,, , , 
100 FORr.l /tT(3X,16HH,GTH FROM NODE,3X,J5,3X17t'TC N0DE ,3X,l5,3X,Fl0.21 
1 0 3 FOR~ATl//,10X,12~POLYGO~ .NODE,5~, l3HEXTERI0R NOOE,5X,13HWJ01H OFF 
lACE,/./1 
104 FORMATll4X,15,l?X,1~,11),FlC.2,//) 
106 FO RMAT (5X,4HNCDE,2X,15,4X,4HAR FA,2X,Fl5.2,//I 

































C N•NO 9F • WELLS CR , NCPES .. , . 
C ' L= T~E NC OF ~oo ~s - TH I-; NC Cf> NODES USED TO $ET UP BOUNDARIES 
, . C010I=l;N , 
10 REII0 15 ,2)Xlll,YIIl,N~ELL( I1 







• .,. COr 11 .I~ 1,,. ,.. .• ,., 
l'FAIJ l5, '.3 1~ · 
READl5,41(~WELL1jl,J=l,MI 
. CCMPUTE LEKGTf!.S Fl<O .CENTER · NODES TO ACJACENT i,.oo ES 
on 12 J= 1," 
XN LE'N I I, MW Ell I JI I= SCRT I IX I l'WE LL ( J) )-X ( I 11 • ( X ( l'W ELL ( J 11-X ( I 
.. 11 I+. ('(J Wri.EL LI J j 1-Y I f 11 * JV I ~WE I. L q .1 l-'l'.I II I l . .., ~ 
li . WRITElt,lCCII,~WELLfJl,XNLENII ,l'WELLIJ)l 
11 CO~Tl~UE 
WR JTE(6,1031 .. 
DO 7C I= 1, L 
REA0(5,3IK~ 
KN =;, THE l',Q Cf, 1'DJ, HUS, ,t t .. 
.. J =O 
REAC(5,4l(~WELL(LLl,LL:l,KNI 
AT J = KN SUBSIITL TE, NOO~ ~ 1 AGAIN 
~=KN-1 
CC 50 K~=l,1' 














c'''il r J;'~ suas~;~~~{ Nooi J -=~ AGAIN 









, B . 
COMPlJTE 
. 35 
•. [FI YI t,< Ii EL LI .JI 1-Y ( I I I 3 2 ,· 33 , 3 2 
I F(X (l'WELLIJ+ll 1-X(l ll34, 35 ,34 
I F( Y('1~HL(J+l)I - Yllll40,42,40 
I i:= 1, X 111 w ELL I J + 11 1.-v u 1 13 6 , ,3 a, J 6 
l'F I XI l'WELU.J+l I 1-X ( I 1139,41, 39 
ZMAJ AND Zl'IN WHEN Y(MWELLIJI-YIII NEC, X(MWELLIJ+ll-lllll E 0 
Z MIN I I, MWEL L( JI I.= IV I MWELLI Jt 1) )t VI I 11 / 2. 0 
SL C PE I I , l'WE I.LI JI I = (YI MW ELL (JI 1-Y ( I I ) / ( X ( MW Ell ( J I )-X I I 11 
A I I, MWEL LI JI I = I SLOPE I I, MW EL LI JI ) + l. 0 / SL C PE I I, MW ELLI JI) I* IX 
l I Mw EL 1.1 JI ) tX ( l I I / 2 . 0+ YI I I- SL OPE I I I MW ELL I ~ I I +x I I I 
""'-:"'-~ ,. · )~'r,j11'\ 111-ll: LLIJll•fBII,MWFLLIJ)f-z1-11~·11,MWELL(JJII/SLOPE t i , 
lMWELLIJ)I 




5LCPEI I.M~ELL(Jll•IYIMWELL(JII-Y(I 11/(X(l'~ELLIJII-XIIII 
,, ..• . . BI I., MW~ LL! J 11• I SLOPE I I ,.MW ELL. (JI l + l. CI SL C,PE (l, MWELLI JI l I* IX 
. l I t,1,WEL LI J 11 +XI I I I/ 2 .o+v I I 1.:asLOPE (I, MW ELLI J 1 ·1 •x I I I 
·_ Z '1 A JI I , r,, Loi ELL ·1 J I I= I R I I , MW EL LI J l I- Z M 11\ I I , '1W El ll JI I I /SLOPE I I , 
-lM\.F.ll(J)I , 
GC TC 5C 
C CCMPUTE ZWAJ AND ZMII\ FCR ~(MWELLIJII-XIII E O YIM~ELL(J+lll-Ylll I\E C 




l l I l *IX ( M Wfl LI J+ 11 l +XI 11 l / 2. 0+ Y (I )-SLOPE I I, Mk ELL I J+ 11 I •XI I l 
H'AJ( I ,l'WELLIJl l=(RI I ,MWELL IJ+l l J-Z,.11\I 1,l'WELLIJI l I /SLOPE I 
,,,. 11,MJ;ELL(J+ll I . . , . 
. • • G C TC . 5 0 · t· . 
C COMPLtE ZMAJ •ND Zt,iJI\ FCR XIMWELLI-Xlll E O AI\C YIMWELLIJ+lll-,tll E 0 
\ ,,. 38 • ,,., . ZMAJII,MkELLIJll=IX(MWELLIJ+ll)+x(lll/2.0 , . 
Z" IN ( I, II k ELL ( J I I= ( Y I II WELL I J I I +YI 11 l/ 2 • C 


























































. 39 ZMAJII~MWELLIJll=IXIMWELLIJll+Xllll/2.0 
SLCP~ll,"~ELLIJ;lll•IYll'WELLIJ+lll-YIII l/lX('1WELL(J+lll~X( 
1111 
DI 1,'1~ELLIJ+lll•ISLCFEll,MWELLIJ+lll+l.O/SLOPEI 1,l'WELLIJ+l 
1 I I l * I )( I MW E L LI J t 1 I l + X I l I I 12 • 0+ Y I I I - SLOPE I I , M lo; EL LI J +l l I * X I I I 
·.,. ,. ,,. Zl'IN,IJ,,PIWELJ.1..!ll=;-ZM•JII 1MWELLIJII/SI-CPE(l,'1WELLIJ+ll _l+B(I 
1,MWFLL(J+ll) . . 
GC TC 50 
COMPUTE ZMAJ .AI\O ZMI~ WHEN •LL DIFERENCES NE 0 
40 SI.CPE(l,t,1WELLI.JJl•IYIMWELLIJll-Yllll/lXIM1iELLIJII-XIIII 
e I I, PIWE L l I J 11 =ISL CPE ( I, PIW ELL I J 11+ 1. 0/ SL OPE I I, IIW ELLI J 11 I* IX 
I I "~, f L l ( J I. l + X I I l I / 2 , 0 t Y .( l I - S l OPE ( I , t' W EL LI J I I • X I I I . 
N:' : ·· .·su:PE11,r,,wELLIJ+111:1v1r-lwELLIJ+1i1-v111111x1r,1.~ELLIJ+111-x1 
1111 
, ~ fJ ( I , Pl w-E L LI J+ 1.11 =ISL C PE I J , MW E 1. l ( J +'11 l + l • Cl SLOPE I I, MW EL LI J+ l 
11 11 * (XI MWE LL I J+ 11 l+X I I I I 12. OtY I I I-SLOPE I 1, MliELL I J + 11 I *XI 11 
z t,I A JI I 'r,,wE L LI JI I: I e I J 'MW ELLI J + ll I- E (I' MWEU. I J 11 I/( l .O/SLOP 
, _ JE(l,MWELI.IJ+ql-1.0/SLOPF,ll,M)'IELLIJIIJ . . . 
. ' ZMlNII,l'WFLLIJll=-Z'1AJll,MWELLIJll/SLCPEll,MWELLIJll+Ell,M 
lWELLIJII 
GO TC 5 C 
C COMl-'UTE lMAJ ANO Zl'If\ fCR Y(MWELLIJII-YI 11 E C AND X(MWELLIJ+ll I-XI II 
41 ZMINII,'11iCLLIJll=IYll'WELLIJll+Y(lll/2.0 
7'' /I J ( I, l'WF.L LI JI I= ( X ( PIWI; LL I Jt l) ) +x I l 11 / 2. 0 
GO - TC 50 • . 
50 CONTl~UE 
C COMPUTE . TJ-!E WIDTI- OF FACES OF .. THE ' POLYGON 
l<CU~ l=O 
51 KCLNT=KCLI\T+l 
· JFIKCUI\T-'1153,54,55 ); i; ' ~-- !' 11 I D I I ; '11 k E LL I M I I = SOR T ( I Z ~ A J I I', MW E LL 11 I I- Z MAJ ( I , MW ELL IM I I I * I 
llM/1,1 IT ,MWELLI 111-lMAJ ( l ,MWELLIMI 11+1 ZMIN( I ,MWELLI 111-ZMINI I ,MWELLI 
lMII l•IZMINII ,t,1WEll(lll-lt'-ll\ll,l'WELLIMII I I 
WRITEl6,1041 (,t,1WF.LLI 11,WIDll,MWELLIMII 
E n 
CIIRC 
ClC9 GO TO 51 
011.0 ,, , .. "',.~J ..... ,,,,,,, .. ;;,, .. ,.,.JIJPtI"'~'~ EJ:l!.,rrur·n.,,.1•:is.Q~JJ.«.it1AA'J.,. ~wr L ll i<J!.-NJtl , .. 1,,.. 2,M~.J 11·,l"W, 
0 l ll •···· ·. . •..• )EUf KC\Jf\lU;I)~ IZMA JIJ, MWELLll<CUNTfl}l,..ZMAJ I I, MWHL I !(CUNT I U+ CZM.I NI I 
on 2 1, MW ELL I Kcul\J+1',1.:p~i N 11; MW Ell 1ki:uNr I ll* 1 zv1 r.. 11, ,,~,Eu I KCl,JNT+ 1, 1-z l'I 1 
.0113 . \ lN.IJ,t,1.~Hb(KGUtlTJJII 
0114 WR I TE 16 , l C4 l I , !'/WE l ll K CUNT+ 11 ,WI DI I , I\IW Ell I K ( UH 11 
0115 GC TC 51 














,.,SA/l,f,=;,~NLf 1\1.), ~'Wf!-L.1 lll ~.W.lfll J·., .~.W.El.LJt.J I/~ .. • 0 
··APEAllJ=AREAIJ HS/IRE 
G C TC B3 i .. ·.· 
.SARE-#XNLENJl, MW ELLI JJJ+ 11 I •~WI D IJ , MW ELL I SJ J 11 / 4. 0 
ARE/II I l=IIREIII I l+S/IRE 










































TABLE XII . 
DATA .OUTPUT · OF -POLYGON ' GENERATION PROGRAM,. 
(Length,B~twe~n Nodes and Width o~ Faces) 
Center Le11gth Width .. 
Node 
1 0.50 1.00 




2 0., 50 .1.00 
2 
' 
o. 71 o.oo 
2 0 .,50 · 0.50 
2 0.50 1.00 
3 1..58 0.53 
3 o. 7l 0.71 
3 0.50. o .. so .. 
3 0.50 LOO 
4 1 .• 00 0.50 .. 
4 1.12 0.19 
4 1.12 0.75 
4 1.41 o. 71 
4 1.58 · 0.53. 
5 0.50 0.50 
5 0.50 ·. 0.75 
5 LOO 0.50 
6 o .. so o. 75 
6 0.71 o.oo 
6 0.50 1.00 
.6 0. 71 1.18 
6 1.12 0.19 
7 Q, 71 · o. 71 
7 0.50 0.50 
7 o. 71 0.00 
7 0.50 .. 0.50 
8 2.-50 0.50 
8 0.50 1.50 · 
8 0.50 0.50 
8 0.50 1.50 
9 2.55 1.53 
9 a.so 1.5(:) 
9 o. 71 0.7i 
1(:) 2.'24 1.49 
10, 2.12 0.82 











































TABLE' X:t:I: (continued) 
4. 10: L.12 0.75 0.67 
6, 10 0.71 1.77·· 2.,A9 
10 .11 1..50 · 1.00 · o •. 67 · 
17 11 l.;50 · o.so. 0.33 · 
16 11 1~12 · 0.56 · o. 50 · 
12 11 Ooi.50 · 0.75 · 1.50, 
3 11 0.71, o. 71. 1.00 -
4 ll; 1.•41 0.71 o •. 50 
3 12. 0~50 0.50 1.00 
11 . 1 1~ . 0.50 ,, 0.75 1.50 
16 12. 1.00 0~25 0.25. 
14 lZ 0.71 0.35, 0.49 
13 12:· ,, 0.50 0.50, 1.0Q 
12 13: 0.50 0.50, · 1.00 
14 1~ O.i50 0.50 1.0Q 
15 13 0.,71 0.35, 0.49: 
1 13, o.:n 0.35 0.49 
2 13 0.,50 0.50 · 1.00 
12. 14 0 .',71 0.35 0.49 
16 14· 0.,71 1.,06 1.49· 
15 14 0. ,50 1.00 · 2.00 
13 14 o.,5o · 0.50 · 1.00 · 
l•, 15 1..00 · 0.25 · 0.25 ,, 
13 - 15 0. 71 · 0.35 - 0.49 
14, 15 · 0.50 2.38 4. 7p . 
14. 16 · 0. 71 · 1. 77 - 2.49 
12. 16 1.00. 0.25. 0.25. 
11-. 16 1.12 - 1.12 · 1.00. 
10 16' 2.24 0.56. 0.2-5. 
17 16 o. 7l' 2.l2 · 2. 99 · 
2L 16 1. 5-8 0.79· 0.50 · 
16 17 0.71 · 1.,77 2 • .49 · 
10 17 2.;12 · 0.,71'' o •. 33 
20 17 1..41 1.41 1.~00 · 
23 17 1.;58 · 0.79 0.50 
21 · 17 : 1.00 2.00 2.00 
10 18 2.24. 1.12 0.50 
8 18 2.-50: 0.25 ,, 0.10 
9 18 2.55 · 1.53 · 0.60. 
28, 18· 1.00 - . 2.00 · 2.00. 
26· 18 1.1.2 - 0.19 · 0.17 · 
19 18 1.12.· 1.30· 1.16. 
18 19 1.12 · 1.54 · 1.38. 
26, 19 0 0 7-1 ' 0.47 o. 66. 
25 19 0.?0 · 0.50 · 1.00 · 
24 19 o .. n 0.00 · 0.00 
20 19 0.50 · 1.50 · 3.00 · 
17; 19 1-.80 · 0.26· 0.14 
19, 20 0.50 · 1.50 · 3.-00 · 
24 20 0 •. 50 · o. 75 · 1.,50 
21 20 1.00· 0.75· 0.75 
17 20 1..,41' 1..05 0.75 
59 
TA13LE·XII (continued) 
16 21 1.58 .. 0.26. 0.16 
17 21; LOO· 1.50. 1.50 .. 
20 '· 21 1.00. 0.50 · 0.50 
23 21 O. 7:1 · o.~s 0.49 
22. 21 0.50. 1.50. 3.00 -
21,: 22' 0.50. 2~00 .. 4.oo .. 
~3 : Z2, · 0~so .1.00 2.00 .. 
35 ', 22' 1.58 · 2.11 · 1.34 · 
22 ..•. 23' 0.50 .. 1.00 .. 2.00. 
21: 23 ' o. 71, 0.35 .. 0.49 · 
24 c.' 23 0.50 .. 1.00. 2.00 · 
34 .. 23' 1.58 · o.oo .. o~oo .. 
35 23 1.50. 0.50 0.33 .. 
23 . 24 0.50. 1.00. 2.00. 
20 24 0.50. 0.50 1.0.0 . 
19: 24 ·. Q. 71- o.oo .. (!). 0,0 .. 
25 24 0.50 · 1.00 · 2.00 
34 24 1.50 0.50 0.33 
19 25 : 0~50 0.50 1.00 
26 25. 0.50. 0.50 1.00 
27 25 (i). 71 o. 71 1.00 
33 25 1.50 o.oo 0~00:. 
24 25 0.50 1.00 2.00 
25 26 0.s@. (i).50 1.00 
19 26 o. 71. 0.47: 0.66 
18 26 · 1.12. 0.19 .. 0~ 1:7 .. 
28 ,· 26 · 0. 5.0 . 0. 7:5 · 1.50. 
29 26 · o. 71 · o.oo. o.oo. 
27 ·: 26. 0.50 .. 0.50. 1.00 .. 
25" 27 o. 71, o. 71 · 1.00 .. 
26 · 27 0.5.0 .. o.so. 1.00 
29 ,., 27 ·. 0.50. 0.50 · 1.00. 
31•, 27 0. 71 , 0.4:7 · 0.66 -
33, 27 1. 1,2 · o. 75. 0.6-7 
26 28 (i).50 · 0.75· 1.50 
is. 
' 
28 1.00 - 2. 00 .. 2.00 .. 
29, 28 . 0.50. 2.00 .. 4.00 . 
28 ·.: 29 0.50 · 2.00 · 4.00 .. 
31" 29 . 0.so .. 2.00. 4.00 ,. 
27 : 29. 0.50 .. 0.50 .. 1.00. 
32 :·. 30 0.71 · o. 7:1 • 1.0.0 .. 
31:, 30 0.5.0 - 0.50 .. 1.0:0 . 
30 ,'• 31 0.50 o.s:o ,. 1.00. 
32 ''. 31 · 0.50 - 0. 75. 1 0 so. 
33 · 31 1.12, 0.19 0.17 
27 31 · o. 71 · 0 0 47 - o. 66. 
29 '. 31 0.50 - 0.50 .. 1.00. 
30 32 '. 0.7!1." o. 71 · 1.00 -
3~ ' 32 1~00 · o •. 50. 0 .. 50 · 
31 32 o.so 0.75 1.50 · 












































































27 " 29,0 









ELEVATIONS, OF Tg, STUDY AREA · 
Depth ,to·· Surface· 
Water Elevat:i,on 





155 .. 3265 
170 3270 






170 ·, 3230 
165 • 3220 




































3060 2900 ,, 
3055 2905 
3040 2870 

















3030 · 2690 
3025' 2725 
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